United States

ONE CENT 1851

PLATE ONE EARLY

7-KIE TYPE I

THE MOST WHOLLY COMPLETE DESIGN OF ALL THE ONE CENT 1851 STAMPS.
United States

ONE CENT 1851

PLATE ONE EARLY

8-RIE

8-RIE 8-RIE BEST
TWO EXAMPLES OF
TYPE 18

8-10-RIE

NEW YORK TO SWITZERLAND
FEBRUARY 6, 1852
United States

ONE CENT 1851

PLATE ONE EARLY

91-LIE 92-LIE INVERTED TRIPLE TRANSFER

81B-82-83-84-85-86-L1E SAN FRANCISCO

81-LIE 111A IS A INVERTED DOUBLE TRANSFER RARE ON COVER.
ONE OF A FEW 1851 COVERS FROM THE WEST COAST PAID BY A
STRIP OF SIX 1851 ONE CENT STAMPS. DESCRIBED BY NEINKEN
AS "ONE OF THE GEMS OF 19TH CENTURY U.S. PHILATELY".
United States
ONE CENT 1851
PLATE ONE EARLY

Due WAY 4

56-57-58-LIE
MOBILE, ALABAMA "DUE WAY 15"

4-LIE

2-LIE NEW IPSWICH, N.H.
"SHALL PAID IN GRID" VERY FEW KNOWN

49-LIE
United States
ONE CENT 1851
PLATE ONE EARLY

Mr. E. Meriam
New York

James Herbin Esq.
Major Rice
Custodian

FREDERICKSBG, VA.
United States
ONE CENT 1851
PLATE ONE EARLY

INDIANAPOLIS - "DROP" - "PAID"

PHILADELPHIA, PENN.
United States

ONE CENT 1851

PLATE ONE EARLY

83-LIE  "WAY"  MONTGOMERY TO BALTIMORE

PLATE ONE EARLY 111A  "WAY"  MONTGOMERY TO BOSTON
United States

ONE CENT 1851

PLATE ONE EARLY

72-73-74-RIE
TYPE IIIA-III-III- "WAY 6"
RICHMOND, VA TO LYNCHBURG, VA
SEPTEMBER 13, 1851

O. K. CHAMBERLIN'S
COMMERCIAL COLLEGE,
Corpus of Third & Market Sts.
PITTSBURGH, PA.

75-RIE-TYPE IIIA - 85-87-RIE-TYPE II
PITTSBURGH, PA.
United States

ONE CENT 1851

PLATE ONE EARLY

90-RIE
NEWPORT, FLOR.

41-RIE 42-RIE 43-RIE

CHARLESTON TO NEW YORK PAIR CUT TO SHAPE PAYING THE TWO CENTS CIRCULAR RATE OVER 500 MILES EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 1851 TO SEPTEMBER 30, 1852
United States

ONE CENT 1851

PLATE ONE EARLY

SMALL BOSTON PAID

USED FROM JULY 19, 1851 TO JANUARY 15, 1852

SCARCE USED ON ONE CENT 1851 STAMPS

74-R1E SMALL BOSTON PAID OCTOBER 9, 1851
United States

ONE CENT 1851

PLATE ONE EARLY

51-RIE
TYPE 131a

48-RIE

25-RIE 26-RIE

20-RIE
United States
ONE CENT 1851

The challenge of this exhibit was to obtain the finest known copies of these issues concentrating on the complete plating of plate one late while showing the important stamps and types of the other four plates.

The following listed below are some of the important stamps, stamp types, cancellations and covers from the plates other than plate one late.

7-MID TYPE ONE ON COVER
8-10-14 TYPE 18-11 ON COVER TO SWITZERLAND
8-MID ONE OF THE BETTER TYPE 18'S
SMALL BOSTON PAID STAMPS AND COVER WAY CANCELS ON STAMPS AND COVERS JULY DATES ON PLATE ONE EARLY COVERS COVER FROM HAWAII TO VERMONT PLATE TWO BIG CRACK PLATE TWO STRIP OF THREE IMPRINT ON COVER FRENCH TREATY MAIL COVER VERTICAL STRIP OF THREE MINT FROM PLATE THREE STRIP OF THREE TYPE III ON COVER VERTICAL IMPRINT PAIR PLATE FOUR HAND ILLUSTRATED COVER SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER STRIP OF SIX ON COVER-EARLIEST KNOWN USE OF SIX CENT RATE FROM CALIFORNIA REDIRECTED COVER WITH ONE CENT 1851 - VERY SCARCE
United States

ONE CENT 1851

PLATE TWO

BIG CRACK

[Images of postage stamps]

2-L2

11-L2 12-L2

13-23-L2

[Image of an envelope with a stamp and a signature]

2-L2

HARTFORD, CONN.
United States
ONE CENT 1851

Top Envelope:
New York, New York
To:
New York, New York

Bottom Envelope:
New York, New York
To:
New York, New York
United States

ONE CENT 1851

PLATE TWO

TO VOLCANO, CALIFORNIA

SMALL SALTED PAID
United States
ONE CENT 1851

PLATE TWO

PAID
30-R2

30-R2

Type 2
PORTSMOUTH, VIRGINIA - NOVEMBER 17, 1856
VIA AMERICAN PACKET TO STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN.
Regional postal arrangements in the United States have been under scrutiny. The situation is especially acute in California, as noted in the Post Office Department's report on the matter. The current system, which involves the use of pre-printed forms and standardized procedures for mail handling, is causing operational inefficiencies.

In order to address these issues, a new postal service is being implemented. This service will involve the use of pre-printed envelopes and standardized mail handling procedures to streamline the process. The new system is expected to significantly reduce delays and improve overall efficiency.

The new service will begin on [insert date], and all residents are encouraged to familiarize themselves with the new procedures. Interested parties are encouraged to contact the local post offices for more information.
United States

ONE CENT 1851

PLATE TWO

91-L2

92-L2
MILANO CANCEL

93-L2
MOBILE PAINT

ST. LOUIS BOXED 16

John A. Pratt
No. 192 Fulton Street
NEW YORK

872 4-18

HAND ILLUSTRATED

WEST CAMBRIDGE, MS.
United States
ONE CENT 1851
PLATE TWO

John Smith
Warren
Granville, N.Y.

30-40-50-R2

GRANVILLE, N.Y.
United States
ONE CENT 1851
PLATE TWO

21-R2
BLACK CARRIER

21-R2 22-R2
BROOKVILLE, MD.

41-R2

GB-60-R2
NEW ORLEANS TO FRANCE

GB-1f 60c USED JANUARY 1, TO APRIL 1, 1857
United States

ONE CENT 1851

PLATE TWO

67-68-82 FROM HAWAII TO VERMONT

93-82 NEW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA OCTOBER 12, 1857

THE ONE CENT STAMP PAID THE FEE FOR REDIRECTING THIS COVER.
United States

ONE CENT 1851

PLATE THREE

ONE OF THREE WITH IMPRINT AND PLATE NUMBER SHOWN.
United States
ONE CENT 1851
PLATE THREE

63-73-83-L3
82-L3

To any Daguerrean Artist
in Shutesbury
Franklin Co.
Mass
United States
ONE CENT 1851
PLATE THREE
United States

ONE CENT 1851

PLATE THREE
United States

ONE CENT 1851

PLATE FOUR

ASHBROOK STATED HE HAD NEVER SEEN A VERTICAL PAIR WITH IMPRINT.

EARLY STATE AND LATE STATE OF 21-R4 CAUSED BY PLATE WEAR.

60-70-R4 TYPE III-III A

21-R4 TYPE III

21-R4 TYPE III A

63-L4 III A

41-L4 IMPRINT III A

82-L4 III A

100-L4 1A
United States
ONE CENT 1851
PLATE FOUR

SELECTMAN
Nelson
A. H.

NEW ITSBURY, N.H.
THIS IS A EXHIBIT OF THE ONE CENT 1851 PLATE ONE LATE SHOWING SELECTED POSITIONS OF THE COMPLETE PLATE.

THE CHALLENGE OF THIS COLLECTION IS THE PLATING OF THE 200 SUBJECTS COMPRISING THIS ISSUE IN THE FINEST KNOWN CONDITION WHILE SHOWING THE INTERESTING PLATE VARIETIES, CANCELLATIONS, LOCAL AND FOREIGN USAGES AS LISTED BELOW.

CARRIER USAGES

CORNER CORNERS UNCOMMON ON THIS ISSUE

TYPE II ONLY ONE IN THE 200 SUBJECTS IN A BLOCK, PAIRS, SINGLES "COVER

N.Y. "IS IN RED USED ON UNPAID CIRCULAR MAIL ONLY RECORDED COVERS

N.Y. "CURVED PAID" POSTMASTER PROVISIONAL CANCEL ONLY RECORDED PAIR

N.Y. OCEAN MAIL CANCEL ON ONLY RECORDED BLOCK OF FOUR

STEAMBOAT CANCEL TYPING A ONE CENT 1851 RARE

INVERTED TRANSFERS ON AND OFF COVER

EXPRESS MAIL "MISSENT TO BOSTON" ONLY RECORDED EXAMPLE

WAY USAGES

C.W.L. LELAND HANDSTAMP ON COVER

BOOTLEG COVER

EARLIEST KNOWN USE JUNE 8, 1852

FOREIGN USAGES

AUSTRALIA

AUSTRIA

CANADA

ENGLAND

FRANCE

NETHERLAND

NEW BRUNSWICK

ROME, ITALY

RUSSIA

SWITZERLAND

SPEZZIA, ITALY
United States

ONE CENT 1851

PLATE ONE LATE

1-LIL

2-LIL

3-LIL

4-LIL

5-LIL

6-LIL

"ST. LOUIS AND KEOKUK STEAM" TO MACOMB, ILLINOIS
THIS MARKING IS SCARCE TYING A ONE CENT 1851 STAMP
United States

ONE CENT (1851)

PLATE ONE LATE

BOSTON "PAID" 13-L1L

RICHMOND, VA. 13-L1L
United States
ONE CENT 1851
PLATE ONE LATE

20-LIL
25-LIL
24-LIL
29-LIL
20-LIL 30-LIL
29-LIL

Sampy Goodwin Esq
Hartford

HARTFORD, CT.  18-LIL
United States
ONE CENT 1851
PLATE ONE LATE

NEW HAVEN, CON. 48-LIL

SAN FRANCISCO 43-44-45-46-LIL
United States
ONE CENT 1851
PLATE ONE LATE

PIQUA, OHIO TO MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA
37 CENTS RATE VIA ENGLAND
United States

ONE CENT 1851

PLATE ONE LATE

58-LIL

55-LIL

56-LIL

West 14 St. P. Hayes

Newbury 00

BOSTON "PAID" 53-LIL
United States
ONE CENT 1851
PLATE ONE LATE

HAMPDEN, ME
57-L1L

NEW YORK "18"
57-L1L
United States
ONE CENT (1851)

PLATE ONE LATE

27-L1L

27-26-37-36-L1L

NEW YORK

OCEAN MAIL CANCEL

ONLY BLOCK KNOWN

27-L1L

27-L1L

27-L1L

S.F. TO PUGET SOUND, WASHINGTON TERRITORY

26-38-48-L1L
United States
ONE CENT 1851
PLATE ONE LATE

N.Y. EXPRESS MAIL
26-L14

NEW ORLEANS TO PARIS
29-30-L14
United States
ONE CENT (1851)
PLATE ONE LATE

38-LIL
38-39-40-LIL
40-LIL

TRENTON, N.J. TO CHINA VIA AMERICAN PACKET, 41-LIL
United States
ONE CENT 1851
PLATE ONE LATE

THIS CANCEL USED PRIMARILY ON
THE NEW YORK 1845 POSTMasters
THIS PAIR IS THE ONLY RECORDED
ONE CENT 1851 WITH THIS CANCEL
United States
ONE CENT 1851
PLATE ONE LATE

64-LIL
69-LIL
68-LIL 69-LIL
65-LIL
66-LIL
67-LIL 68-LIL
67-LIL
United States

ONE CENT 1851

PLATE ONE LATE

TROY N.Y.
TORNED COVER
68-L1L
United States

ONE CENT 1851

PLATE ONE LATE

New York paid 18 in red

64-LIL

New York paid 18 in red

35-LIL

UNPAID CIRCULAR MARKING USED IN ERROR
ONLY TWO RECORDED COVERS.
United States
ONE CENT 1851
PLATE ONE LATE

J. V. L. PRUYN
Albany, N. Y.

ALBANY, N. Y. 73-LIL

Circular Paid

NEW YORK "CIRCULAR PAID" 72-LIL
Barnasus Bates Postage Propaganda Cover - Rates Fought for
Lower and Uniform Postage Rates, Abolition of the Franking
Privilege, Prepayment of Postage on All Mail and Delivery
of Mail to Addresses in All Large Cities and Towns Without
Additional Charges.
United States
ONE CENT 1851
PLATE ONE LATE

INVERTED TRANSFER
71-LIL
United States
ONE CENT 1851
PLATE ONE LATE
United States
ONE CENT 1851
PLATE ONE LATE

NEW YORK
79-80-LIL
79-LIL DOUBLE RECUT
ONLY TWO ON PLATE

OVIATY "PAID 3"
78-79-80-LIL
79-LIL DOUBLE RECUT
ONLY TWO ON PLATE
United States

ONE CENT (1851)

PLATE ONE LATE

83-LIL
82-LIL
85-LIL
83-LIL

PORTSMOUTH, N.H.

86-LIL
United States

One Cent 1851

Plate One Late

Démonetized Usage

Providence, Rhode Island

1862

87-LIL
87-LIL
87-LIL

89-LIL
89-LIL
90-LIL

VIRGINIA CANCEL  GREEN TOWN  87-88-89-LIL

Mrs. W. Summ Branch

Cox Capt. W. Branch

Appomattox, Virginia
United States

ONE CENT 1851

PLATE ONE LATE

BOSTON TO CANADA

TROY, N.Y., TO CANADA

85-LIL

92-LIL
United States
ONE CENT 1851
PLATE ONE LATE

HARTFORD, CT. 97-LIL

MARYSVILLE, CALIFORNIA "PAID BY STAMPS" 96-LIL
United States

ONE CENT 1851

PLATE ONE LATE

1-RIL

4-5-14-15-RIL

TYPE II-IV

THREE BLOCKS KNOWN

2-RIL

1-RIL

LOWELL, MASS. TYPE II 4-RIL
United States

ONE CENT 1851

PLATE ONE LATE

11-RIL 10-RIL

8-RIL 9-RIL 18-26-RIL 10-RIL

PHILADELPHIA 8-16-RIL

NEW YORK AMERICAN PACKET VIA PRUSSIAN CLOSED MAIL TO NEAR ST. PETERSBURG, RUSSIA.

kom & kowin. 12.4.73

A. E. G. H. A. Am. bank

Nego St. Petersburg

Rusia
United States
ONE CENT 1851
PLATE ONE LATE

PHILADELPHIA DECEMBER 2, 1853 12-R1L

MIDDLEBURY, VT. 12-R1L

Boston Sugar Refinery
Boston Made

P. O. Jackson Sr.
Virginia, Va.
United States

ONE CENT 1851

PLATE ONE LATE

NEW HAVEN, CON. 1857

MAJ. MARY J. PANTLEG
New Haven, Conn.
United States
ONE CENT. 1851

PLATE ONE LATE

NEW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA RAILROAD 22-23-24-RIL

LOUISVILLE, KY., TO SWITZERLAND 23-24-RIL
United States

ONE CENT 1851

PLATE ONE LATE

21-31-RIL
RED MOBILE PAINT

CLEVELAND, OHIO TO ENGLAND
21-31-RIL
United States
ONE CENT 1851
PLATE ONE LATE

BUCKSPORT, MAINE    "PAID IN FLAG"    31-RIL
ONLY KNOWN CANCEL ON A ONE CENT 1851
United States
ONE CENT (1851)
PLATE ONE LATE

W. W. Tufts,
W. Washington Brown (Og Brain) Texas
AGENCY TO SHIP LADIES

Jonathan Ross Jr.
Chelsea Academy
Chelsea

Boston "PAID"
30-MIL

San Francisco to New York
31-MIL
CIRCULAR RATE FROM WEST COAST SCARCE IN THIS PERIOD

Maj. Shepherd J. Martin
New York
1852
United States
ONE CENT 1851
PLATE ONE LATE

26-RIL 27-RIL 28-RIL

28-29-RIL

NEW YORK
33-34-35-RIL

This strip partially cut apart by the postmaster so that he could tear as many stamps off a strip as he needed.
United States

ONE CENT 1851

PLATE ONE LATE

SKANEATELES, NEW YORK

VIA AMERICAN PACKET TO MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

GRUNCASTLE, PA.

38-KLM
United States

ONE CENT 1851

PLATE ONE LATE

42-MIL

41-MIL 42-MIL

42-MIL

43-MIL 43-MIL

43-MIL

R. H. Perkins Engr.
15 Southinton St.
Boston

BOSTON PAID EARLY IMPRESSION OCTOBER 1852 40-MIL
United States
ONE CENT 1851
PLATE ONE LATE

NEW ORLEANS TO FELDKIRCH, VORARLBERG, AUSTRIA 47-48-R1L
COVERS TO AUSTRIA IN THE 51 PERIOD ARE UNUSUAL.
United States

ONE CENT 1851

PLATE ONE LATE

NEW ORLEANS TO NANTES

49-59-RIL
United States

ONE CENT 1851

PLATE ONE LATE

[Image of stamps]

[Image of envelope]

ST. LOUIS BOXED 12 65-RIL